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Abstract E-commerce has changed the way which the users select and purchase

items. Most of the e-commerce applications deployed in the Web today use rec-

ommender systems to recommend items to the online users based on their ear-

lier purchases. The tourist recommender systems discussed in the literature, so far,

cover, regarding the best routes from one city to another city by including the tourist

spots and beautiful scenery-based sites and the destination tourist spots by accepting

images or description of the tourist spots as input. In this paper, we have proposed the

architecture for a tourist recommender system and then a novel scheduling algorithm

for preparing the visit schedules in a city for the tourists based on user requirements

and we have implemented the same using Hadoop framework.
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1 Introduction

E-commerce has changed the way which the users select and purchase items. Most

of the e-commerce applications [1] deployed in the Web today use recommender

systems to recommend items to the online users based on their earlier purchases.

Collaborative filtering techniques are discussed in the literature [2] to recommend
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items to the users based on their purchase behaviour. Content-based filtering tech-

niques [3] are also discussed in the literature which uses user profiles to recommend

items. Both collaborative- and content-based filtering techniques are combined to

form hybrid techniques and these technique improve the quality of recommenda-

tions by combining the best features of both the recommendation techniques.

The tourist recommender systems discussed in the literature, so far, cover, regard-

ing the best routes from one city to another city by including the tourist spots and

beautiful scenery-based sites and the destination tourist spots by accepting images or

description of the tourist spots as input. To the best of our knowledge, these systems

were not implemented using any distributed computing technique, and also, we did

not find any recommender system for recommending places of visit in a city, visit

schedules, and the mode of transport for optimizing the expenditure of the tourists.

In this paper, we have proposed the architecture for a tourist recommender system

and then a novel distributed algorithm for preparing the visit schedules in a city for

the tourists based on user requirements by following parallel and distributed comput-

ing techniques. The proposed system, namely tourist recommender system (TRS),

recommends efficient tour schedules for the tourists, so that more places can be vis-

ited in a city by the tourists within the stipulated number of days stay planned by

them. We have developed a distance matrix based on the place of stay in the city and

then generated efficient tour schedules to the users by considering different modes

of transport.

We have implemented our algorithm using Hadoop framework (distributed com-

puting framework) in a ten-node Hadoop cluster. We generated tour schedules for the

users based on their constraints given as input to the system. TRS is a novel system

and is very useful for the tourists who are planning to visit various places of cities by

optimizing number of days of their stay in those cities. This system also recommends

effective schedules, so that more places will be covered in a day based on the user

requirements.

This paper is divided into five sections: Sect. 2 covers the related work. Section 3

discusses the proposed system architecture and algorithms. Section 4 discusses the

prototype system that we developed at our research center and results. Section 5 cov-

ers the conclusion and future works.

2 Related Work

In the literature, many techniques are discussed for recommender systems to improve

the quality of recommendations.

Next, we discuss the techniques which are discussed in the literature.

A content-based filtering technique was discussed in [4] which maintains the pro-

files of the users for recommending items. In these techniques, for new users, items

are recommended based on their interests which can be found through their profiles.

For the old users, items are recommended based on their previous purchase pattern.
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Collaborative filtering techniques are discussed in [5, 6]. The idea of collabo-

rative filtering is to recommend items based on the similarity between users and

their purchased items. In user-based collaborative filtering techniques, similar users

are identified based on their common interests, and then, items purchased by a user

are recommended to similar users. In item-based collaborative filtering techniques

[7–9], based on the items purchased by the users, similar users are found and then

items are recommended. In hybrid filtering technique discussed in [10], both content-

based and collaborative filtering techniques are combined to recommend items to the

users.

Context-aware [11], semantic-based [12], and peer-to-peer [13] approaches are

also proposed in the literature for effective recommendation of items to the users.

In [14], the authors propose an intelligent route recommender system. In this paper,

the route which is having more sceneries is recommended to the users. The main

criteria used to select a route is the visibility of scenic sights between one tourist

spot and another. In this system, the authors did not consider the cost effectiveness

for proposing the routes.

In the paper [15], tourist sites are recommended to the users based on the text or

images provided by them. The text or images about the tourist site given by the users

are compared with already available text and images of tourist sites in the system

and similar tourist sites are recommended to the users. The system proposed in [16]

recommends the tourist places to the users based on the log data maintained in the

system and the feedback given by the users of the system, and also, the authors pro-

pose to collect information, regarding tour packages from various tour agencies and

recommend the best available tour package to the users based on their requirement.

This system did not consider the tourist sites which are not included by the agencies

and did not discuss, regarding multi-mode transport facility, which are used by the

users to visit various places in a cost effective manner.

3 Proposed System Architecture and Algorithms

In this section, first, we discuss regarding the architecture of the proposed system.

Next, we discuss the algorithm that we propose for generating schedules.

3.1 The Architecture of the Proposed System

The main goal of TRS is to recommend effective visiting schedules to the tourists by

obtaining their requirements. We have considered the hadoop distributed file sys-

tem (HDFS) and map reduce programming paradigm supported in Hadoop [17]

for proposing the architecture. The architecture of the proposed system is shown

in Fig. 1. This system consists of five important components which are as follows.
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Fig. 1 Architecture of tourist recommender system

1. Schedule Reader

2. Schedule Dispatcher

3. Distance Matrix Generator

4. Fully Automatic Schedule Generator

5. Semi-automatic Schedule Generator

Schedule Reader: Manual as well as system generated visiting schedules are stored

in the HDFS which can be read by the Schedule Reader (SR) and then delivered to

the Schedule Dispatcher (SD) if the user has opted for “static” mode of scheduling.

Schedule Dispatcher: The SD dispatches the generated schedules to the users. This

component stores the generated schedule to the HDFS if that schedule is not already

there.

Distance Matrix Generator: A distance matrix is maintained for each city and is a

two-dimensional array which stores the distance from the source given by the user to

all famous places in city. This matrix can be generated manually and the system can

also generate this automatically using the distance matrix generator (DMG) com-

ponent. Note that by passing source place and destination place to the Google Maps

API which return the distance between the source and destination, this detail is stored

in the form of matrix (distance matrix) to the HDFS. The DMG passes this distance

information to the fully automatic scheduler or semi-automatic scheduler based on

the option given by the user.

Fully Automatic Schedule Generator: Once the source and destination places are

given as input by the users, this scheduler generates the schedules automatically by

reading the distance matrix values and items available in various places of the city.

The generated schedule is then passed to the SD.
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Semi-automatic Schedule Generator: Once the source and destination places are

given as input by the users, this scheduler generates the schedules by reading the

distance matrix values and items available in various places of the city and by con-

sidering the feedback given by the users. The generated schedule is then passed to

the SD.

3.2 Proposed Algorithm

We have developed the algorithm by considering two modes, namely (i) Static (ii)

Dynamic. In the static mode, the schedules already available in the HDFS and the

schedules which satisfy the user requirements will be delivered to the users. In the

dynamic mode, the schedules can be generated without the user intervention (fully

automatic schedule) or by obtaining the feedback from the users (semi-automatic

schedule).

Assumptions and Abbreviations

(i) Google API is used to find distance between two places and for displaying the

maps.

(ii) Src-Source Place of tourist.

(iii) Atime-Arrival time of tourist on the first day.

(iv) Fplaces—It is an array to store famous places of the given city.

(v) length—It gives the length of the array Fplaces and this denotes the number

of places to be visited by the users

(vi) Distancematrix—It is a two-dimensional array to store distance of all famous

places of the city

(vii) Ctime-Current time

(viii) Etime-Estimated Time.

(ix) Dtime—The maximum time up to the user prefers to visit the places in a day

(x) n—number of days of visit in the city.

(xi) Schedule—it is the list which consists of places of visit and the estimated vis-

iting time for the corresponding places

1: procedure SCHEDULER(Src,Atime,Dtime, n)
2: Read famous places of the city (Src) from HDFS and store the same in the

array Fplaces
3: r ← 0
4: s ← 0
5: Fplaces(0) ← Src
6: mode ← selectmode
7: /*select mode is the input given by the user*/

8: if mode = static then
9: return Matched schedule from HDFS
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10: else
11: if mode = semiautomatic then
12: Fplaces(0) ← UserSelectedPlaces
13: /* user has to manually select the places of visit which is given as

User Selected Places*/

14: end if
15: while n! = 0 do
16: while r <=Fplaces.length do
17: while s <=Fplaces.length do
18: Distancematrix(r)(s)=distance(Fplaces(r), Fplaces(s))

19: /* distance function interacts with Google Maps to give the

distance between two places*/

20: s ← s + 1
21: end while
22: r ← r + 1
23: end while
24: while Ctime <= Dtime do
25: places ← least distance from the source using distance matrix.

26: Etime ← calculate estimated time from
27: the source to destination
28: if Schedule! = places not in Schedule then
29: Schedule ← add places and Etime
30: Ctime ← Ctime + Etime
31: end if
32: end while
33: n ← n − 1
34: end while
35: end if
36: Display the contents of the schedule to the user.
37: end procedure

The scheduler takes source, destination, arrival time, maximum time up to which

scheduling can be done in a day, and number of days of visit in the city. After this,

the user has to select “Static” or “Dynamic” mode for preparing schedules. If the

user has selected “static mode”, then already existing schedules stored in the HDFS

which meet the criteria of the user will be selected and displayed. If user has selected

“dynamic mode” and “semi-automatic” option, then based on the visiting places

available and distance matrix values, schedules are selected and shown to the user for

selection. Note that, only user selected places are included in the schedule. If the user

selected “dynamic mode” and “fully automatic” option, then based on the visiting

places available and distance matrix values, schedules are automatically generated

and shown to the user for selection. Note that, in dynamic mode (both for semi- or

fully automatic options), the following method is used for generating the schedule.

Initially, current time (Ctime) will be the starting time and it is checked with destina-

tion time (Dtime). If Ctime is less than Dtime, a visiting place (p) which is very near
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to the source is found and this place will be added into the Schedule provided that it

is not already there. Next, p becomes the source place. After this, estimated visiting

time to visit p is added to the Ctime, and then, next nearest place (np) to p will be

found by going through the details in the distance matrix. Next, np will be added into

the Schedule provided that it is not already there. This step is repeated until Ctime

becomes greater than or equal to Dtime. Note that, these steps are repeated for all n
days for preparing the complete schedule.

4 Prototype System and Results

Prototype Environment We developed the prototype of the TRS in a Hadoop Clus-

ter which consists of 10 Datanodes and 1 Namenode and Secondary NameNode.

Each node has got one Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2120 CPU @ 3.30 GHz with 2 GB

RAM, and ubuntu 14.0.4 64-bit operating System with Hadoop 1.0.4. We used Java

8 to develop this application. For designing front-end Web pages, we used HTML,

CSS, and JS. For the server-side programming, we used Java Servlets.

In this system the input data given by the user is submitted to TRS. Figure 2 shows

the input form used by the user for entering input details. In static mode, for the given

Fig. 2 User input form
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Fig. 3 Semi-automated mode schedule

user input, already existing schedules from the HDFS are chosen and displayed to

the user. Figure 3 shows the schedule generated in dynamic semi-automatic mode.

In Fig. 4 shows the schedule generated in dynamic fully automatic mode.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the architecture for a tourist schedule recommender

system and then a novel distributed algorithm for preparing the visit schedules in a

city for the tourists based on user requirements. We have implemented this algorithm

using map reduce paradigm of Hadoop framework for generating visiting schedules.

Note that the map reduce programs that we developed in the prototype system per-

form parallel and distributed processing of information, regarding the cities stored

in the HDFS for generating visiting schedules.
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Fig. 4 Fully automated schedule generation
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